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University of Washington

The urban heat Island effect is a well-known phenomenon that has been documented

and studied in many urban areas. Put simply, an urban heat island effect occurs when a city is

generally warmer than its surrounding hinterland, which tends to be less developed. Generally

speaking, the urban heat island effect is the result of added solid surface horizontal and vertical

geometry to a landscape that tends to trap solar radiation as heat. In 2010, an urban heat island

effect was documented in Copenhagen, Qenmark by researchers from the University of

Copenhagen. The researchers also discovered that the urban heat island effect in Copenhagen

was not uniformly distributed; that is, some streets and neighborhoods were hotter than others.

The present study, undertaken as a professional project for the completion of the masters of

urban planning degree from the University of Washington, attempts to explain what factors

contribute to intra-urban temperature variation within Copenhagen. Climatic and urban form

variables known to interact with urban heat island effect were identified and, to the extent

possible given available data, were modeled in a GIS-based spatial statistics analysis. The

modeling exercise returned results indicating a statistically significant relationship between the

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels of a ISO-meter buffer area surrounding the urban

canyons and intra·urban air temperature variation amongst the canyons. The urban heat island

effect presents a health concern within Copenhagen urban canyons during summer heat waves,

when a population unaccustomed to high temperatures becomes susceptible to heat exhaustion

and heat stroke with particular risk posed to the very young and old. As such, the present study

evaluated the potential for green infrastructure elements to provide cooling to Copenhagen's

commercial/residential urban canyons during the summer months. A literature search was

conducted to evaluate the potential for green roofs, street trees, and urban parks to provide

cooling available for horizontal transfer to urban canyons from a ISO-meter buffer area
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surrounding the canyons. Given that cooling is not desired in Copenhagen at any time of the

year other than the summer months, cooling generated via evapotranspiration by vegetation

inherent to green infrastructure is a logical solution as evapotranspiration peaks in intensity

during the summer growing months. Ah:hough quantitative temperature reduction predictions

could not be made, recommendations for more comprehensive modeling research are included

herein along with a general discussion of design principles relevant to green infrastructure

design interventions intended to provide ~ooling to urban canyons.
. "

Reducing the Urban Heat Island Effect in Copenhagen

Erik Alskog

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:

Professor Nancy Rattle, landscape Architecture
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INTRODUCTION

The Urban Heat Island effect has been of interest to climate scientists ever since luke

Howard found London to be warmer than its peripheral countryside in the early 19th century

(Gedzelman et al. 29). Although the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of modern

construction materials are not intrinsically higher than those of soils and flora, typical

configurations of urban horizontal and venical construction create a larger surface area for heat.-
exchange than that typical of unbuilt, rural, or suburban areas. A significant amount of daytime

solar energy is absorbed in the urban fabric by a relative abundance of vertical and horizontal

surfaces and re-emitted as heat at nighttime (Oke 126). When combined with a heat wave, the

urban heat island effect can pose serious health risks to urban communities. In locations where

climate change is expected to increase temperatures, cities where an urban heat island effect

exists may be at even greater risk. In the past decade, heat waves been responsible for

thousands of deaths in cities across both Europe and North America. The threat of heatstroke is

.
even a concern to citizens residing in t~e relatively northern city of Copenhagen.

The Danish Meteorological Institute reported 227 days with temperatures posing a

slight risk of sunstroke/exhaustion and 37 days posing an increased risk of sunstroke/exhaustion

between 1996 and 2009 (The Univsersity of Copenhagen 35). Sunstroke and exhaustion are

known to be partic'ularly dangerous in northern climates where the population is unaccustomed

to hot temperatures, with particular danger posed to the elderly and sick (Swedish Commission

on Climate and Vulnerability 29). As a re.sult, the University of Copenhagen, in partnership with

the Danish Hydraulic Institute and GRAS, a private satellite image processing and geographic

information system (GIS) firm, produced an unpublished 2010 report in Danish entitled NUrban

Heat Island in Copenhagen."
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The researchers obtained land Remote·Sensing Satellite (LANDSAT) surface

temperature data for four 2006 days ("The University of Copenhagen" 23). GIS representation of

the LANDSAT data (Figure 1) shows that surface temperatures within the Copenhagen postal

districts were hotter than those of the surrounding land, which is characterized by a lesser-

degree of urban development. A similar, normalized scale map displaying the difference

between each individual data cell's surface temperature and the average surface temperature

of the area surrounding each cell indicates that surface locations maintained analogous

temperatures relative to other locations on each of the four days on which data was obtained

(The University of Copenhagen 29). In other words, the hottest locations on one day were also

the hottest locations on the other three observation days.

. ...-, , -

Figure 1: Average surface temperature by postal district ("The University ofCopenhagen" 32)
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As exemplified by Figure 1, none of the temperature maps included in the 2010 report

display uniform temperature values within Copenhagen. To help explain intra-urban air

temperature variation, the researchers tested the spatial correlation between Copenhagen

surface temperatures and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index values for each of the four

2006 observation days. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index is a dimensionless,

remotely-sensed measure of near-infrared and red bands having a high correlation with

vegetation leaf area index. Effectively, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index readings act as a

surrogate measure for relative biomass (Jensen 382-386).

With simple linear regression analyses based on the overlay of surface temperature and

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index GIS data, the researchers were able to show statistically

significant spatial relationships between GO-meter by GO-meter surface temperature data cells

and 30-meter by 30-meter Normalized Difference Vegetation Index value data cells for each of

the four 200G observation days. The average Rsquare value for the four regression models was

.440. Although Figure 1 displays a summertime urban heat island effect based on surface

temperature measurements, both human comfort indices and temperature reduction

achievements are typically describe~ in terms of air temperature. As such, the researchers

compared air temperature data collected at the Danish Meteorological Institute's monitoring

station with both LANDSAT and Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer surface

temperature readings, finding a linear relationship between air and surface temperature data

("The University of Copenhagen" 25). Effectively, it can be said that 44% of changes in air

temperature within Copenhagen are the result of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index lel(el

variation. The study naturally concluded that a higher proportion of vegetation at any given

location within Copenhagen results in a lower air temp~ratureat that location ("The University of

Copenhagen" 3B). The 2010 report acknowledges other variables, in addition to Normalized

10
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Difference Vegetation Index, that are likely to affect intra-urban air temperature variation.

These include anthropogenic heat, wind, thermal admittance, building mass, and building

geometry ("The University of Copenhagen" 12). In the following sections, an attempt to model a

selection of the variables potentially affecting Copenhagen's intra-urban temperature variation

is described.

An attempt to model the effect of a selection of variables affecting Copenhagen's intra

urban temperature variation was made to inform the early stages of a University of Copenhagen

effort to create a climate change adaptation plan for the city in collaboration with the

Copenhagen Municipality's Center for Parks and Nature. The 2010 University of Copenhagen

report had demonstrated that 44% of intra-urban air temperature variation amongst 60-meter

by GO-meter surface temperature data cells could be explained by changing levels of the

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index value amongst 3D-meter by 3D-meter data cells. The

University of Copenhagen was, in effect, interested in exploring how vegetation might be added

to its residential and commercial urban canyons to reduce temperatures where people are likely

to be adversely affected by heat waves. To this aim, I was asked to research to what degree

green infrastructure elements might be able to strategically reduce urban canyon air

temperatures. If I was unable to predict quantitative reductions, I would describe how the

University of Copenhagen could attain predictive information.

Prior to researching the potential for green infrastructure to reduce Copenhagen's

urban heat island effect, I was asked to model additional climatic and urban form variables

understood to theoretically affect intra-urban temperature variation. This modeling exercise

was intended to explore other potential causal relationships accounting for the remaining share

(approximately 56%) of Copenhagen's intra-urban air temperature variation. In addition, I

modeled the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variable at a different scale using a more

11
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familiar urban fabric unit -the urban canyon - as the spatial data aggregation unit.

Theoretically, a better understanding of how variables affect temperature variation would

provide insight into how urban design interventions might be selectively made to reduce the

urban heat island effect in Copenhagen, particularly in the areas presenting the greatest health

risks during summer heat waves.

This document describes the process I undertook to respond to the research and

modeling requests made of me by the University of Copenhagen in order to fulfill the
.,

thesis/professional project required for completion of the Masters in Urban Planning degree

from the University of Washington. I began by conducting a targeted literature analysis,

described in the next section. The purpose of the literature analysis was to try to understand

how climatic and urban form characteristics can be spatially modeled using a GIS platform with

urban canyons used as the spatial data aggregation unit. Following the literature analysis, my

spatial statistics modeling method is described in detail. Next, in light of the results of the

modeling method, a discussion of the potential for green infrastructure to strategically reduce

. the urban heat island effect in Copenhagen urban canyons is included along with a description

of other modeling options. Finally, a. description of the communication methods I used to deliver

my findings to the University of Copenhagen and the Copenhagen Municipality's Center for

Parks and Nature is included followed by a conclusion section.

12
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LITERATURE ANALYSIS

The University of Copenhagen 2010 report identified climatic and urban form variables

that affect intra-urban temperature variation. Before selecting any of these variables for

modeling in isolation or in combination with one another, the theoretical grounds on which

each variable Is considered to interact with urban air temperature variation was researched.

Studies in climatology journals were consulted that described the climatic and urban form

variables considered to affect intra-urban temperature variation. Once an understanding of

intra-urban temperature variation was gained, variables were selected to model based on the

availability of spatial data. Other climatology studies were also consulted that describe how the

identified variables have been previously modeled using numeric computer models, hardware

scale models, and empirical observation methods.

To comprehensively understand the variables known to affect intra-urban temperature

variation, the early theoretical work of Tom Oke, professor emeritus from the University of

. British Columbia's Geography Department, can be consulted. Oke developed the urban surface
"

energy balance equation, which describes energy inputs to the built environment in relation to

how energy fluxes are distributed as heat at the surface of the built environment. Importantly,

built environment microclimate and urban form elements have subsequently been identified

associated with variables on both sides of the urban surface energy balance equation (see Table

1). Oke described the urban Surface energy balance framework in 1988 as Q. + Q,: = Uti + Ot: +

Os + dO. (Pigeon et al. 1971).

13
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Urban Surface EnerlV 8alance Equation Examples of Associated Microclimate
Varlables Symbol and Urban Form Elements
.........w_~ Q' NIt...
NlwMW_Jl"uh" Q' ...~..
.....MW-~ Q' """'Cow<
....AlW-1Il1' tiM Q' ..... c.....
~~lkNe« 0. r_
AnttIr" .. nIc: Heat 0. WIdInc Irltel'lcw Heltlrc
Antlvopocenk Heft 0. lndUsbial Waite Hut

Tt.Ifttulent Sensrw. Hut PluI: 0, AIr Tcmpel1lt1Ke

Twbulent latent ....t 1h.t~ 0. Norm.1l1td Difference V"elatlon lnde.

Net Stor. H.~ FIwc Q. lulldlrc ~ss

Net HorizOflt.-l AItwctIw H.~ FIUl 60. Wl""

Table 1: Urban surface energy balance
..

Net all wave radiation (Q*)

Net all wave radiation (Q.) represents the net sum of solar radiation, both shortwave

and longwave, available for distribution to energy fluxes at the urban surface. The amount of

available shortwave radiation is dependent upon latitude, cloud cover, pollution levels, and the

albedo of surface materials (Grimmond 108). Clouds, air pollutants, and surfaces with a positive

reflection coefficient immediately return a percentage of short wave radiation back to the

atmosphere. Shortwave radiation not reflected is absorbed by surface materials and

subsequently re-emitted as longwave radiation (Arnfield 8).

At the block scale, variety in the albedo and geometry of the urban surface affects how

much solar radiation will be made available for energy exchange to other energy flux variables.

Surfaces with higher reflection coefficients will return more incoming shortwave radiation to the

atmosphere. As such, it is often suggested that existing materials with low reflection coefficients

be replaced in order to reduce a local urban heat island effect. In the case of Copenhagen and

other northern climate cities where the urban heat island effect is only problematic during

summer heat waves, however, permanent changes to surface albedos are not desirable as they

would also create unwanted winter cooling.
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Before developing the urban surface energy balance formula, Oke had conducted a

number of research studies related to the way built environment surface characteristics interact

with longwave radiation. In 1981, he constructed a hardware scale model mimicking a

prototypical city composed of urban canyons. Urban canyons are individual city streets flanked

by buildings and side street gaps. The model showed that under dear sky and calm air

conditions with no anthropogenic heat contribution, the relative openness of an urban canyon

affected the tocal rate of cooling with a maximum urban heat island effect of eight degrees

Celsius (Arnfield 17; Chapman, Thornes, and Bradley 81). In principle, when an urban canyon is

less open, it should cool less efficiently as re-emitted longwave radiation becomes trapped in

the canyon by multiple reflections off of vertical canyon walls. Shortwave radiation that enters a

tall, narrow canyon during the day will be trapped to a higher degree than in a short, wide

canyon. A taller, narrower canyon wlll permit less solar radiation from entering the canyon;

however, Oke modeled a prototypical city without tall, narrow canyons.

Urban climatologists have sought to corroborate Oke's scale model findings in many

different geographies using numerical modeling and empirical observation (or some

combination thereof). In 2004, Unger summarized 14 studies that had examined the relationship

between urban canyon openness and intra-urban temperature variation. Out of 39 total cases

from the 14 studies, 23 reported a significant relationship, showing that urban canyon

temperatures decrease with canyon openness (255·257). In Scandinavia, a significant

relationship between canyon openness and surface temperature was found in both Malmo and

Gothenburg (Barring, Mattson, and lindquist 333-444; Eliasson et al. 1-16).

When investigating the connection between intra-urban temperature variation and

urban canyon openness, researchers select from two metrics to quantify urban canyon

openness: 1) the height-to-width ratio of the canyon or 2) the urban canyon's sky view factor.
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The sky view factor is a dimensionless measure of the average view factor from the base of an

urban canyon to the sky (Ratti, Oi Sabatino. and Britter 81). To measure the sky view factor, a

picture is taken from within an urban canyon looking upwards with a fish eye lens. This image is

digitally or manually quantified on a scale from zero to one such that canyons with a greater

presence of buildings and trees obscuring the image are assigned a higher value. lindberg was

critical of the common sky view factor method, reporting that in Gothenburg the sky view factor

areal mean correlated more strongly with intra-urban temperature variation than when only

one fisheye image per urban canyon was input into the model (Undberg 264). Furthermore,

variations in image conditions have made it difficult to develop an objective algorithm for

quantifying the sky view factor across studies (Chapman, Thomes, and Bradley 82). Some

researchers have effectively begun to calculate sky view factor values using a GIS with digital

elevation models and a consistent shadow-casting algorithm (lindberg 264). Ratti and Richens

as well as Chen et al. have advocated for this raster-based digital elevation model approach

(Ratti and Richens 297-309; Chen et al. 121-136). The digital elevation model approach relies

solely on ground and building topography, thereby ignoring vegetation that may trap re-emitted

longwave radiation (lindberg 265).

The height-to-width ratio is the ratio of the mean height of the canyon buildings and

side street gaps to the mean width of the canyon street including sidewalks (lindberg 263). The

height-to-width metric is typically calculated with city GIS data that includes spatial attributes

defining the width of streets and building dimensions. like the digital elevation model approach

to calculating an urban canyon's sky view factor, the height-to-width ratio metric does not

account for the presence of trees that may, like buildings, trap outgoing longwave radiation.
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Anthropogenic Heat (0,,):

The second source of energy accounted for by the urban surface energy balance

equation is that which is produced by human activity. Significant anthropogenic heat may derive

from transportation, lighting, appliances within buildings, heating, air conditioning, and industry.

For European cities, anthropogenic heat within a range of 5-35 W m·2 has been reported with

seasonal, weekly, and diurnal variation (Hove et al. 10). In the winter months, for instance,

households are ~ore likely to use heating ·sources, especially during days and hours when they

are at home.

Several attempts to model contributors to anthropogenic heat with respect to intra

urban temperature variation have been made. To model interior heating and cooling sources,

for example, inventories of energy consumption have been spatially correlated with

temperature at the mesoscale (Pigeon et aL 1969-1981). In Gothenburg, however, lindberg

found no significant spatial correlation between district heating and temperature (269). Given

that buildings in Copenhagen (like those in Gothenburg) tend to be highly insulated, an

investigation into the contribution of anthropogenic hear from cooling and appliance sources

from within residential and office buildings would be unlikely to contribute significant results.

Based on remote sensing images included in the 2010 University of Copenhagen report,

industrial sources of heat do appear to contribute to intra-urban temperature variation and the

urban heat island effect. The report concludes that Vesterbro was the hottest city district in the

summer of 2006 and images of surface temperatures in Vesterbro on July 20111
, 2006 show that

several areas stand out as being hotter than others ("The University of Copenhagen" 32). A

bicycle trip I made through Vesterbro with surface temperature maps from the 2010 report

revealed that the Carlsberg brewery, DSB repair station, and the H.C. ¢rsted Power Station were

amongst the hottest locations. To what degree the relatively high surface temperature at these

17
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sites is due to the release of industrial waste heat would require on-site empirical data

collection. Additional research inquiries might investigate how Vesterbro Industrial waste heat is

spread by wind to adjacent areas.

Turbulent Sensible Heat Flux (0..):

The turbulent sensible heat flux, synonymous with the heating of air, is driven by net

availability of energy input by anthropogenic heat and longwave/shortwave radiation. In one

sense, the turbulent sensible heat flux represents a residual vector in that energy not diverted

to the latent sensible heat flux or the net storage heat flux becomes available for the sensible

heat flux. The turbulent sensible heat flux can be directly measured with empirical observation

tools as simple as air thermometers. The turbulent sensible heat flux for Copenhagen was

indirectly measured by researchers contributing to the 2010 University of Copenhagen report

when they determined a linear relationship between Copenhagen surface temperatures and air

temperature. As such, following conversion from Kelvin scale surface temperature data,

turbulent sensible heat flux GIS data specific to Copenhagen was available for indusion in my

modeling of variables affecting Copenhagen's intra~urban temperature variation.

Turbulent latent Heat Flux (0,,):

The size of the turbulent latent heat flux, which is closely associated with evaporation, is

dependent upon the presence of both vegetation and moisture at the urban surface. Energy

absorbed into the turbulent latent heat flux is expended by the process of evaporation,

effectively cooling nearby surfaces and ambient air while diverting energy from the turbulent

sensible heat flux. On the urban surface, the availability of water is influenced by precipitation

18
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events and the degree to which precipitation is retained or drained away at the surface. In

addition to the evaporation that occurs on sealed surfaces, vegetation, via the process of

evapotranspiration, evaporates water (Grimmond 111).

The air temperature cooling potential of evaporation has been modeled at the city,

neighborhood, and block scales using hardware scale models, numerical modeling, and

empirical observation. Particular attention has been paid to the cooling benefits of existing city

parks. The cooling potential for other forms of green infrastructure, such as street trees and

green roofs, has also been investigated with numerical and hardware scale modeling. Given

vegetation's significant role in contributing to urban surface evapotranspiration, Copenhagen's

turbulent latent heat flux can be partially modeled using Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index GIS data.

Net Storage Heat Flux (Os):

The net storage heat flux represents the net uptake and release of energy by buildings,

. vegetation, and ground surfaces. The ability of materials to store and release heat is known as

thermal admittance, which is the product of thermal conductivity and heat capacity (Grimmond

112-113). Although most researchers assume that aggregate heat capacities and thermal

admittance levels are generally higher in cities than in rural areas, no strong evidence has yet to

be presented to verify this assumption (Hove et al. 31). According to Grimmond, the size of the

net storage flux is dependent upon surface materials, morphology, and thermal mass (113).

Arnfield went so far as to say, however, that modeling the net storage heat flux with a

representative sample of urban facets like surface materials and thermal mass would not be

possible (Arnfield 7).

19
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Net Horizontal Advective Heat Flux ( ao..):

The net horizontal advectlve heat flux represents the flow of energy between fluxes as a

result of horizontal and vertical changes in surface characteristics. Variation in surface

temperatures, moisture, and surface roughness generate a spatial gradient driving the flux. On

the mesoscale, for example, the presence ota city next to a body of water will result in a

sizeable net horizontal advective heat flux in the form of a sea breeze. On the microscale, well-

irrigated grass next to a road will result in measurable advection resulting from a steep moisture
.,

gradient (Grimmond 113). For simplicity purposes, advective forces are categorically referred to

as "wind" herein.

Generally speaking, wind speeds are lower in cities in comparison to their surroundings,

though increased turbulence and wind speeds are common within urban canyons (lindberg

269). Increased turbulence results from larger surface roughness produced by non-uniform

building geometry. Employing hardware scale models with simplified building layouts of uniform

urban canyons arranged as parallel slabs, urban wind regimes can be predicted based on the

. height-to-width and length-ta-width ra~ios of the canyons (lindberg 269). Given that actual

urban geometries are never simplified, the urban heat island effect is generally modeled

without considering wind (Gedzelman 29).

20
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Based on a literature analysis of research related to the urban surface energy balance

using Oke's 1988 equation as an organizing principle, a selection of microclfmatic and urban

form element variables can be made to model intra·urban air temperature variation. In the G15-

based spatial statistics model, air temperature was the dependent variable and a selection of

microclimatic and urban form variables were the independent variables. The purpose of the

model was to investigate to what degree selected microclimatic and/or urban form variables

affect intra-urban air temperature variation amongst Copenhagen urban canyons. If statistically

significant results were found, then this information would potentially be used to inform design

intervention decisions with the intent to reduce summertime air temperatures within urban

canyons. In other words, design interventions could be tailored to counteract the microclimatic

and/or urban form conditions that most correlate with Copenhagen urban canyon air

temperature variation. As mentioned, the availability of data influenced the selection,

. summarized in Table 2.

Examples of Associated Microclimate Selection for Reason for
and Urban Form Elements Modeling Omission
Albedo No Irrelevance
Ponution No Scale
Ooud~r No Scale
U~n Canyon Openness Yes N/A
TraffIC No Data Availability
8uikf~lnterior Hl!:ilti"l No Irrelevance

No Data AvailabilityIndustrial Waste Heat
AIr T.mperature Yes N/A
NorlTl.1llized Dtfference Veletation Index Yes N/A
Iulldif1c Mus No Irrelevance

Wind No Data Availability
..Tobie 2: Selection of urban surface energy balance vonables
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" Selected Variables

The selected variables were air temperature, the Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index, and urban canyon openness. These variables were selected on the basis of data

availability and relevance to intra-urban air temperature variation. Air temperature was selected

as the dependent variable as it is more relevant to human health and comfort during summer

heat waves than surface temperature. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index was selected

to represent the turbulent latent flux. Urban canyon openness was selected to represent, as
--

much as possible, net all wave radiation. Further description of the selected variables is given

below.

Omitted Variables

Albedo, building interior heating, and building mass were each excluded from the

selection on the basis of irrelevance. Although changing the albedo of surface materials in

Copenhagen might very well reduce the a~ountof incoming shortwave radiation to the urban

surface by, for example, painting rooftops white, the effect would be to reduce surface and air

temperatures year-round. The urban heat island effect in Copenhagen, in contrast, is a seasonal

problem and lower temperatures during the non-summer months are not desirable.

The heat produced within buildings has shown to be a significant source of exterior

urban heat by several studies (Pigeon et al. 1969-1981). It is unlikely, however, that buildings in

Copenhagen emit significant amounts of heat due to high standards of insulation intended to

reduce heat loss in the winter months. Furthermore, a study in a comparable Swedish city did

not show a significant relationship between interior building heat and intra-urban temperature

variation (Lindberg 269). Industrial areas were shown by the 2010 University of Copenhagen

22
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.
study to generate measurable amounts of waste heat, particularly in the Vesterbro

neighborhood. As mentioned, empirical observation methods could be used to register both the

amount of waste heat produced by industrial sites and the vectors by which this heat is spread

to nearby urban canyons. As of 2013, this data is not known to be available. The exclusion of

building mass Is based on Arnfield's assertion that modeling the net storage heat flux accurately

would not be possible with known data collection and analysis methods (Arofield 7).

Pollution and cloud cover were omitted from the variable selection on the basis of scale.

Pollution levels and clouds are known to reduce the amount of incoming shortwave radiation to

the built environment surface at the city-wide or mesoscale by virtue of reflection (Arnfield 8).

Pollution and cloud cover levels do not, however, contribute to intra-urban temperature

variation at the block or neighborhood scales.

GIS data for both wind and traffic was actively sought for individual urban canyons

within Copenhagen. To model intra-urban traffic variation as a dependent variable, traffic count

data could indicate to what degree individual streets are used by motor vehicles, which emit

heat as a byproduct of fossil fuel combustion. Combined with speed limit data, it would be

possible to assign some measure of traffic intensity to each urban canyon. Although speed limit

data was obtained, proprietary traffic count data could not be procured from the Copenhagen

city government despite repeated attempts. Unlike traffic data, it appears that wind speed,

frequency, and direction data does not exist for individual Copenhagen urban canyons. As a

result of non-ideal building geometry, wind speeds, frequencies, and directions within

Copenhagen are far from uniform. As such, before modeling the effect that wind has on intra-

urban temperature variation, it would be necessary to empirically measure wind speed,

frequency, and direction for a set of urban canyons by, for example, mounting two

23
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." meteorological masts on each side of every canyon fixed with ultrasonic anemometers at

several different altitudes (Nielsen 389-390).

Urban Canyon Selection

For the air temperature spatial data aggregation unit, 20 commercial/residential urban

canyons were chosen from hundreds if not thousands of urban canyons from different

neighbourhoods within Copenhagen. In other words, in this model, it was the air temperature of

urban canyons that was used as the dependent variable. Urban canyons are the microscale

urban form unit that comprise most of Copenhagen's neighborhoods. Urban canyons are where

Copenhagen residents spend most of their time shopping, walking, working, socializing, and

sleeping in the canyons' streets and buildings. For a multivariate regression model with three

independent variables, a set of 20 cases is lower than ideal in quantity. Given the extensive GIS

analysis that must be independently performed with each canyon's attribute data, however,

adding canyons to the set is prohibitively time*consuming.

The selected urban canyons ralJge in length from 106 to 31S meters with an average

length of 190 meters as measured using ArcMap's measure tool. Prior to final selection, r visited

each of the named urban canyons to verify general conformity to the urban form characteristics

used to identify urban canyons. Effectively, each canyon is composed of a street navigable by

both automobiles and pedestrians. Each canyon is also flanked by buildings on both sides,

though side-street gaps regularly exist. Two-dimensional polygons were individually drawn

around each canyon, excluding building lJIasses, and added to a GIS layer file containing the

entire set, shown in Figure 2.
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Table 2: Selection of urban canyons with lengths

Urban Canyon Canyon length (m)
Absatongade 147

Andreas Bjl&rns Gade 168

Augustagade 178

Blagards ade 220

carl Johans Gade 151

Eckersbergsgade 142

Elmegade 230

FiI!lIedvej 230

Jeegersborggade 315

Jagtvej 166

L,ngangstrcede .
136..

N,rrebrogade 144

Oehlenshlcegersgade 160

Srangerupgade 157

Sl&nder Boulevard 250

Studjestrcede 315

Suensonsgade 190

Toftegards Aile 122

V<ernedamsvej 180

Valkendorfsgade 106
. .

..
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Figure 2: All Copenhagen urban canyons used in spatial statistics model
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Temperature Data

LANDSAT surface temperature data was made available in raster format by GRAS, which

had been previously used for the 2010 University of Copenhagen report. Using ArcMap's raster

calculator tool, I converted the LANDSAT raster data from Kelvin scale surface temperature

values to Celsius scale temperature values. One of the regression formulas given in the 2010

University of Copenhagen report relating surface and air temperature data was used to conduct

a surface~to-air temperature conversion usiOg the raster calculator. This equation (y = .812x

2.692) was reported in the 2010 report with a coefficient of determination of .975 ("The

University of CopenhagenH 26).

Rather than using data from every observation day included in the 2010 report, only

temperature data from July 20th
, 2006 was used as an urban canyon attribute in subsequent

analysis steps. July 201h
, 2006 was the hottest of the four 2006 observation days included in the

2010 University of Copenhagen report. As previously mentioned, however, the hottest areas in

the city were the same on all four observation days.

To calculate the mean air temperature from July 201h
, 2006 for each of the 20 urban

canyon polygons, ArcMap's spatial analyst zonal statistics tool was used with both the Celsius

scale air temperature raster and urban canyon GIS layers loaded into ArcMap. The zonal

statistics tool incorporated air temperature raster cells in its areal mean calculation where the

majority of an air temperature raster cell data landed within the urban canyon polygon, thereby

excluding some cells partially overlapping the canyon polygon. To maximize the incorporation of

overlapping air temperature raster data cells, the air temperature raster was resampled from

60-meter x 60-meter cells (Figure 3) to l-meter x l-meter cells (Figure 4) using a bilinear

technique, which is recommended for continuous data sets by Esri's ArcMap Resource Center

•
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website as of MaV 2012. The bilinear interpolation method determines the value for the new

cell in reference to a weighted distance average of nearby celts.

.-

Air Temperature

C'Cl
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Figure 3: Air temperature raster with 60-meter x 60-meter cell resolution
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Figure 4: Air temperature raster resompled to 1 x 1 meter cell resolution

Urban Canyon Openness

Given the attention paid to urban canyon openness in urban climatology journals, such

as Internotional Journal of Climatology, Theoretical and Applied Climatology, and Atmospheric

Environment, selecting urban canyon openness as a variable for modeling was an obvious choice

when relevant data became available. A significant relationship between urban canyon

openness and Copenhagen intra·urban air temperature would suggest how the degree to which

buildings receive shortwave and/or trap longwave radiation affects canyon ambient

temperature. Although the heights of buildings and widths of streets cannot be easily altered,

results from the inquiry might indicate what type of canyons in Copenhagen should be targeted

for cooling interventions.
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To assign a value for urban canyon openness to the attribute field for the set of 20

Copenhagen urban canyons, the two urban canyon openness metfics described in the

"Literature Analysis" section were attempted. Although the sky view factor has been heavily

criticized in academic literature, a sky view plugin for Google SketchUp was obtained and three

dimensional models of the urban canyons were imported to GoogJe SketchUp. Urban canyon

three-dimensional models were made in ArcMap by attaching a l.G-meter digital surface model

to both the urban canyon layer polygons and the building footprint polygons representing their

flanking buildings. This intermediate layer was converted to a five-meter interval contour layer

before being imported to Google SketchUp. Unfortunately, the sky view factor plugin only

permits for one sky view factor value to be calculated at one ground surface location at a time.

Urban canyon centroid locations were used per convention; however, lindberg's Gothenburg

study had previously shown that an areal mean of sky view factor readings within an urban

canyon correlates more strongly with intra-urban temperature variation than when only one sky

view factor value is used (264). Furthermore, it was not possible to incorporate street trees into

the Google SketchUp models that would hav.e affected sky view factor measurements.

The height-to-width ratio metric is likewise susceptible to criticism given that it does not

account for trees that may trap outgoing longwave radiation. The height-to-width ratio metric

does, however, represent an average openness for the entire canyon of inquiry. As such, the

height-ta-width ratio. metric was ultimately selected as the metric to represent the urban

canyon openness independent variable.

To estimate the width of each canyon, ArcMap's measuring tool was used to determine

the canyon's width at its centroid. It would have been possible to use road width values from

municipal spatial data, but that would have ignored the presence of sidewalks. To calculate

average canyon heights in ArcMap, polygons were drawn around the buildings flanking each
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canyon in the 20 urban canyon layer, not excluding voids where side streets adjoin the canyon

streets. Next, 1.6-meter digital surface model and 1.6-meter digital terrain model rasters were

attached to the flanking building-side street gap polygons. Using ArcMap's zonal statistics tool,

the positive difference between the attached digital surface model and digital terrain model

raster values represented the mean height of each canyon. Finally, the mean height of each

canyon was divided by its centroid width to calculate a heighHo-width ratio value for each of

the 20 urban canyons.

-figure 5: Polygons for (Jagtvej) urban canyon mean height calculation
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Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

The 2010 University of Copenhagen report concluded that, on average, 44% of the

variation in surface temperature at any given site in Copenhagen could be attributed to the

change in the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index level at that site ("The University of

Copenhagen" 38). The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index GIS data used for the 2010

report was again provided by GRAS in raster format for the four 2006 observation days. The

2010 report had tested the correlation betw~enGO-meter x 60~meter surface temperature cell

data and 3D-meter x 3D-meter Normalized Difference Vegetation Index cell data for the entire

city. By examining the influence that variation in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels

has on the average air temperature of urban canyons, similar correlative results on a different

scale were expected.

Preliminary research into the cooling potential of urban parks and other forms of green

infrastructure suggested that the extent of cooling provided by green infrastructure may extend

beyond its boundaries. As such, two different Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

aggregation units were included as independent variables in the model. The first unit was the

average Normalized Difference Veget~tion Index level of the urban canyon itself. Secondly, the

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index level average for a ISO-meter buffer extending out

from the exterior border of the urban canyon was included.

Before calculating the average Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels for each

aggregation unit, the 30-meter x 30-meter Normalized Difference Vegetation Index data cells

were re-sampled to one-meter x one-meter cells to promote maximum overlapping data

inclusion. This re-sampling step was done as a result of anticipating similar results when using

ArcMap's zonal statistics tool as were observed when using the zonal statistics too] to calculate
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the average air temperature of each urban canyon. Figures 6 and 7 display the Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index raster data lavers before and after re·sampling, respeetivety.

Prior to calculating the average Normalized Difference Vegetation Index level for each

aggregation unit employing ArcMap's lonal statistics tool, all NoData cells from the original

raster data provided by GRAS were removed. Though it would have been possible to generate a

value for NoData cells using any number of averaging techniques, they were omitted for the

following reasons: 1} NoData cells represent surfaces where biomass is undetected (water,

asphalt, etc.) 2) Nol)ata cells represented at most 7% of all cells eligible for inclusion in the

averaging calculations and 3) per GRAS employee Rasmus Borgstr0m (personal communication

12/15/2011), NoData cells were not included in any of the calculations for the 2010 University of

Copenhagen report. The implication of this omission is that Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index level averages might be slightly higher than if NoData cells had been converted to numeric

data cells and included in lonal statistics averaging calculations.
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Figure 6: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index raster with 30·meter x 30-meter celf resolution
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Figure 7: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index roster resompled to l-meter x l·meter cell
resolution

Calculation Results

The previous subsections identify which urban surface energy variables were selected

for inclusion as independent variables in a model placing urban canyon air temperature

variation as the dependent variable. These subsections also explain how attribute data for each

variable was calculated using GIS data with ArcMap. This attribute data was individually

calculated for each of the 20 urban canyons selected for the study and is summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3: Urban canyon attribute data

Removing Outliers

The average Normalized Difference Vegetation Index ISO-meter buffer value for one

urban canyon, Jcegersborggade, was more than two times the standard deviation from the set

mean. Therefore, J<Egersborggade was identified as an outlier and removed from the set. No

other outliers were identified after examining all variable values for each canyon. To explain the

conditions of the outlier, one can observe that JCI!gersborggade abuts the Assistens Cemetery,

which is a highly vegetated, walled-in green space. The Jcegersborggade lSD-meter buffer not

only had the highest buffer Normalized Difference Vegetation Index value, but also had an

above-average mean air temperature value. Whereas vegetation within the cemetery may have

contributed to a relatively high buffer Normalized Difference Vegetation Index value reading,

the cemetery walls may stifle wind from transporting cool air from the cemetery to the

Jcegersborggade urban canyon, where there are no street trees.
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Figure 8: Jifgersborggade urban canyon looking towards Assistens Cemetery

Multivariate Regression Analysis

A multivariate regression analysis for the 19 remaining urban canyons was conducted

using Microsoft Excel with the calculations summarized in Table 3. The independent variable

was urban canyon mean air temperature. The three initial independent variables were mean

urban canyon Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, mean 1S0-meter buffer Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index, and urban canyon height-to·width ratio. A summary of results for

the first interpretation of the model is displayed in Table 4. Residual plots confirming linearity,

homoskedasticity, and nonautoregressivity for all three independent variables included in the

first interpretation of the model are displayed in Figures 9,10, and 11. Next, the three

independent variables were tested for multicollinearity using a Pearson's r test, the result of

which are summarized in Table 5. In the second interpretation of the model, the mean urban
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canyon Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variable was omitted. A summary of resutts for

the second Interpretation of the model is displayed in Table 6.
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Table 4: Multivariate regression results for first interpretation oj model

Residuals [Buffer Mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index]
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Figure 9: Residual plot for ISO-meter buffer Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variable

data
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Residuals [Canyon Helght-to-Wldth Ratio]
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Figure 10: Residual plot/or urban canyon heighHo-width variable dota

Residuals {Canyon Normalized Difference Vegetation Index]
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Figure 11: Residual plot/or urban canyon Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variable data
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DISCUSSION

Statistical Analysis

In the first interpretation of the model, the coefficient of determination was .42,

indicating that 42% of urban canyon air temperature variation was determined by variation

amongst the three independent variables. Although the null hypothesis could be rejected for the

model, it could ncit be rejected for either the canyon height-ta-width ratio or canyon mean

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variables individually. The decision to omit the canyon

mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index for the second interpretation of the model was

based on both the variable's null hypothesis result as well as the results of the Pearson's r test.

which indicated a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of .69 for the mean urban canyon and mean

buffer Normalized Difference Vegetation Index variables. It was not entirely surprising that such

a high level of collinearity was observed between the two Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index variables given that they were derive~ from the same parent metric.

In the second interpretation of the model, the coefficient of determination was .38,

indicating that 38% of urban canyon air temperature variation was determined by variation

amongst the two independent variables. Once again, the null hypothesis waS rejected for the

model but not for the height-to-width ratio variable. Given the extensive attention paid to urban

canyon openness by urban climatology research, it was surprising to find a statistically

insignificant relationship between the urban canyon height-to-width ratio variable and urban

canyon air temperature. Although the ratio of height-to·width undoubtedly influences the

temperature of Copenhagen's individual urban canyons, Copenhagen's relatively uniform

building heights may explain why variation in urban canyon height-to·width ratios does not
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affect urban canyon temperature variation. Another explanation might be that the temperature

data used in both the analysis was not limited to the later hours of the day, when longwave

radiation is re-emitted into urban canyons at a higher rate than earlier in the day. lastly, it's

possible that increases in temperature as a result of longwave radiation trapping within

Copenhagen urban canyons are negated by relatively tall urban canyon heights, which provide

daytime shading in narrower canyons, thereby preventing shortwave radiation from entering

the canyons in the daytime.

--
As the null hypothesis was rejected for the buffer mean Normalized Difference

Vegetation Index variable for both the first and second interpretations of the model, it can be

asserted that there is a statistically significant relationship between mean buffer Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index levels and Copenhagen urban canyon mean air temperature

variation. Coefficients of determination for the first and second interpretations of the model of

.42 and .38, respectively, suggest that more than one·third of Copenhagen urban canyon mean

air temperature variation is affected by the variation of buffer mean Normalized Difference

Vegetation Index levels. These R squared values are also consistent with the .44 average R

square value reported in the University of Copenhagen's 2010 report correlating Copenhagen

surface temperature and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels.

The second model interpretation indicates that for every dimensionless unit of increase

in the mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index of the lSD-meter buffer surrounding an

urban canyon, a decrease in mean urban canyon air temperature of 10.87 ·C can be expected.

However, the range of variation in mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index of the 19

included 150·meter buffers is .22, just above one-fifth of one dimensionless Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index unit. As such, reductions in mean air temperature of the 19 urban

canyons as a result of green infrastructure interventions in the lSD-meter buffers surrounding
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an urban canyon could be as much as several degrees Celsius, which would be sufficient to

reduce the risk of heat exhaustion or heat stroke within Copenhagen urban canyons during a

summertime heat wave.

Green Infrastructure Introduction

The results of the statistical analysis suggest that significant cooling to a Copenhagen

urban canyon can_be created by increasing the level of vegetation in the area surrounding the

canyon up to a distance of at least 150 meters. Other climatic and urban form characteristics

associated with the urban surface energy balance equation that were not included in the

statistical model are also likely to contribute to the air temperature variation in Copenhagen's

urban canyons. Given the Rsquare values of the two interpretations of the multivariate

regression model, however, there is reason to further consider how green infrastructure might

assist in reducing Copenhagen's urban heat island effect as manifested within urban canyons.

Because cooling within canyons can be expected originating from sources outside of the

canyon itself, the conditions under which vegetation generates cool air drifting beyond its

immediate location is relevant. Generally speaking, vegetation is known to create cool air via

evapotranspiration that is transported by wind. The green infrastructure elements capable of

producing cool air via evapotranspiration that will be addressed here are urban parks, street

trees and green roofs as these three elements have been most studied. Although I waS able to

find one academic journal article on the cooling potential of green walls, I could not find

sufficient information to comment on the cooling potential of green walls herein. Unfortunately,

I was unable to locate any academic journal articles regarding the cooling potential of

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems.
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Urban Parks

Urban parks afe perhaps the most promising green infrastructure element that can be

introduced to cool nearby urban canyons. Vegetation comprising urban parks reduces near

surface air temperatures by evapotranspiring moisture, reflecting incoming solar radiation, and

shading materials that might otherwise absorb and re-emit solar radiation. Urban parks might

be placed in any vacant or under-utilized space in close proximity to where urban canyon

cooling is desired. If the results from the pr~sent study afe to be trusted, then effective cooling

can be expected where an urban park is sited within a ISO-meter buffer of the urban canyon.

Many other researchers have reported a cooling effect derived from urban parks extending

beyond their boundaries (Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou 75; Ng et al. 261; Oliveira, Andrade, and

Vaz 2186-2194). This phenomenon helps to explain why the air temperature variation of

Copenhagen urban canyons is affected by the relative amount of peripheral vegetation

surrounding them.

When deciding where to site an urban park, there are several important criteria to

consider, beginning with the direction that cool air generated by that park is likely to travel. An

urban park's cooling effect will horizontally extend to the leeward side a distance up to one park

width or diameter from its boundary (Dimoudi and NikoJopoulou 75; Spronken-Smith and Oke

309). As such, an urban park should be placed upwind of the urban canyon for which it is

intended to cool. To measure the direction of prevailing wind of an area surrounding an urban

canyon, ultrasonic anemometers can be placed in and around the canyon.

Secondly, it is critical to consider how far cool air generated within an urban park is

capable of traveling. As mentioned, one can assume that the cooling potential of a park extends

a distance of one park width from its boundary. An urba'1 park that is 100 meters wide, for

example, can be expected to cool the downwind urban fabric surrounding it for a distance up to
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100 meters from its edge. Studies have shown, in fact, that even parks as small as GO-meters)(

40-meters will generate measurable cooling on the leeward side beyond their boundaries (Saito,

Ishihara, and Katayama 497). A lisbon study found that urban street air temperatures were

reduced along a 57D-meter path from the boundary of a relatively small.24-ha urban park

(Oliveira, Andrade, and Vaz 2186-2194). In london, Watkins found that a case study street

downwind of an urban park was cooled for a distance of up to 400 meters as a result of its

proximity to the park.

The quantify of cool air that can be transported by wind from a park into the urban

fabric is initially dependent on the amount of cool air present within the park. As Spronken and

Oke pointed out, a larger park is likely to generate a greater quantity of cool air available for

transport (309). In addition to maximizing a park's size, there are several other structural issues

to consider when trying to encourage the availability of cool air for transfer to an urban canyon.

As by a Hong Kong mesoscale empirical observation/numeric modeling study, a park with more

trees is likely to be cooler than a park predominated by grasses (Ng et al. 256-271).

If cool air is desired during the daytime for transport to urban canyons where this

significant daytime pedestrian activity, t-hen well-irrigated parks are appropriate given that

moisture is a limiting factor for evapotranspiration, which peaks during the day. Shade-providing

trees should also be prevalent in a park for which daytime cooling is demanded in order to

maximize shortwave radiation reflection and shading. If, in contrast, cool air is desired during

the nighttime for transport to residential urban canyons, a more open park is appropriate as

large trees tend to slow the process by which a park cools down at night by obstructing re

emitted longwave radiation (Spronken-Smith and Oke 288-309).
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Green Roofs

Green roofs, like urban parks, can provide space for vegetation within the existing urban

fabric. Pompeii and Hawkins conducted a hardware scale model study that found daytime

outdoor temperatures to be cooler in a simulated built environment when green roof materials

were used instead of standard roofing materials (Pompeii and Hawkins 54). Using a numeric

modeling scheme, Bass found that if 5% of Toronto's existing roof cover was converted to green

roof cover, a .5-de-Eree Celsius air temperature reduction at the mesoscale could be expected.

Like urban parks, green roofs generate cool air via the evapotranspiration mechanism inherent

to vegetation. Green roofs also add a layer of insulation to a building, which may reduce heat

gain within a building or, problematically, increase the nighttime interior temperature of the

building under some circumstances (Pompeii and Hawkins 52-Gil. Unfortunately, I was unable

to locate any studies regarding the potential for green roofs to cool the interior of buildings via

the evapotranspiration mechanism of vegetation inherent to green roofs.

When selecting a building in an urban canyon for green roof installation, one should

consider the size of the building footprint. As with urban parks, a larger green roof is likely to

generate a higher quantity of cool air available for transport to the pedestrian street level of its

building, where outdoor cooling is desired. The site selection process for a green roof

installation differs from that for an urban park in that the height of the prospective building

relative to the urban canyon's width must be considered. Cool air from a green roof on a very

tall building may never reach the ground surface, as was observed in a Hong Kong study by Ng et

al., who suggest that when the building-height-to-street width ratio exceeds one, there will be

minimal cooling at the pedestrian level (270). As such, relatively short urban canyon buildings

with large footprints should be targeted for green roof in"stallation if pedestrian street-level
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cooting is desired. To what degree cool air generated by green roofs is carried horizontally by

wind was not found in a literature survey.

Street Trees

Street trees can reduce urban canyon air temperatures by reflecting incoming

shortwave radiation and generating cool air via evapotranspiration. As with green roofs, it is

unclear as to whether or not cooling genera,ted by street trees is carried horizontally by wind to

nearby locations. Nonetheless, many studies have shown the cooling benefits of street trees to

the urban canyons in which they stand (Oliveira, Andrade, and Vaz 2192). A Sao Paulo, Brazil

study, for example, used numeric modeling to demonstrate that urban canyons with trees were,

on average, .$ to lore cooler than similar canyons without trees (Ng et al. 261-262). To

maximize the evapotranspiration potential of street trees, one might consider the surfaces

beneath street tree canopies. Kjelgren and Montague, for example, compared the

evapotranspiration performance of trees planted over asphalt and turf grass surfaces;

\Jnfortunately, their results were inconclusive (Arnfield 10). More studies should be conducted

to measure horizontal cooling transfer and examine which surfaces and tree species are most

conducive to effective air temperature reduction. Although' was unable to locate any relevant

information, It is possible that pertinent literature regarding potential horizontal cooling

transfer of street trees exists on the United States Forest Service's "i-Tree" website, a reference

and application guide website for urban foresters.

There are some complicating factors associated with street trees that should be

contextually researched before they are installed within or near an urban canyon strictly for

cooling purposes. In a relatively tall, narrow urban canyon, for example, street trees may, like

buildings, trap re-emitted longwave radiation from exiting the canyon, thereby contributing to a
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nocturnal urban heat island effect. In this regard, street trees affect the sky view factors of the

urban canyons in which they stand. Given that street trees both reflect incoming shortwave

radiation and evapotranspire, however, their net effect on the air temperature of a tall, narrow

urban canyon may still be negative (Le. may still provide net cooling). Finally, it is important to

recognize that street trees are, like any object, capable of blocking wind. As such, it is possible

that street trees placed at the entrance of an urban canyon could prevent cool air from being

transported into the canyon from external locations. Therefore, for urban canyons where

--
prevailing wind conditions are known to transport cool air into urban canyons, street trees

should be placed away from the entrance where cool air enters. If street trees are nevertheless

desired at the entrance of windy canyons, tree species with canopies that allow for more wind

to pass through them could be selected.

Despite these complicating factors, street trees are generally considered to make

positive contributions to street cooling and urban heat island effect reduction. Stone and

Norman used remote sensing to find that street tree canopies reduce the urban heat island

effect in Atlanta by shading surfaces (Stone and Norman 3561-3573). Interestingly, in their

hardware scale model, Spronken-Smith and Oke found that clusters of trees reduce the urban

heat island to a greater degree than individual street trees (287-312). Effectively, when

designing a street tree intervention intended to cool an urban street or canyon, it may be

beneficial to cluster trees to provide large swaths of shaded surface.

Using a numeric microscale model, Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou found that tree shading

intensity varies seasonally (69-76). In Copenhagen, where only seasonal cooling is desired,

deciduous species should be selected that do not reflect shortwave radiation or evapotranspire

at a significant level in the colder months. For Copenhagen urban canyons where cooling is

never desired, however, street trees might be strategically placed to encourage warming. large
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evergreen street trees that do not evapotranspire at a high rate might be placed to block

prevailing winds from entering an urban canyon and trap outgoing Jongwave radiation from

leaving the canyon.

Green Infrastructure Conclusion

Current research on the cooling potential of green infrastructure elements is primarily

based on case study empirical observation research, hardware scale modeling, and numeric
..

computer modeling. Studies have shown urban parks, green roofs, and street trees to have

urban cooling potential in different idealized and location-specific contexts. More research is

needed that would allow for practitioners to more readily interpret the findings of green

infrastructure cooling potential research for any real world urban context.

At present, the horizontal transfer of cool air by urban parks is better understood than

the potential for green roofs or street trees to generate cool air available for horizontal transfer.

Further research on the potential for street trees and green roofs to contribute to block scale

cooling should therefore be conducted. Given that the modeling study included herein indicated

a statistically significant relationship between the level of vegetation in a ISO-meter buffer

surrounding 19 Copenhagen urban canyons, it would seem most logical to encourage the

addition of urban parks to locations within lSD-meters of Copenhagen urban canyons where

cooling is desired.

General principles guiding the site selection and design of urban parks for cooling

purposes are possible to discern from the literature surveyed. To begin, a site should be selected

upwind of the urban canyon for which cooling is desired. The site should allow for a vegetated

park with a diameter as least as long as the distance separating the edge of the park from the

canyon's entrance. Generally speaking, a larger park with more trees than grasses is more likely
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to generate a larger amount of cool air available for horizontal transfer. The design of the park

itself should also depend on the time of day that cooling is desired. To maximize nighttime

cooling, a park with fewer trees capable of trapping longwave radiation should be constructed.

To maximize daytime cooling, a park with large, shade·providing trees and water features, such

as Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems, should be constructed.

Application

Although its possible to convey general principles regarding the cooling potential of

green infrastructure elements based on a literature survey combined with a contextual GIS

based spatial statistics analysis, other modeling and observation methods can contribute more

specific insight when evaluating their cooling potential for a specific urban context. Before

making widespread green infrastructure interventions in and surrounding its urban canyons, for

example, a city may desire to know how many degrees of cooling can be expected from such an

investment. To this end, numeric modeling, hardware scale modeling, and empirical observation

.can contribute to more comprehensive predictive analysis.

Numeric Modeling

Numeric modeling allows for both surface urban form and local climatic characteristics

to be input into computer simulations that output temperature change predictions. Several

established models perform analyses at the neighborhood scale, such as the local-Scale Urban

Meteorological Parameterization Scheme, which can provide temperature prediction results at a

scale of a few hundred square meters. Given the scale ofthis output, American Local-Scale

Urban Meteorological Parameterization Scheme model studies have used census tracks as the
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principal spatial unit of data aggregation. Interestingly, the model was calibrated with field

observations from seven North American cities (Miami, Mexico City, Vancouver, Tucson, los

Angeles, Sacramento, and Chicago) byGrimmond and Oke (792-810). The American local-Scale

Urban Meteorological Parameterization Scheme model requires metric inputs representing

urban surface cover; surface roughness (building height and density); and locar climatic

conditions. In previous studies, the surface character of individual census tracks has been

represented by the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index metric. The American local-Scale

--
Urban Meteorological Parameterization Scheme model output estimates hourly radiation flows

partitioned into latent heat (0£), sensible heat (Ow), and change in stored heat (Os).

A similar American freeware model is the National Center for Atmospheric Research

Mesoscale Model. A three-dimensional fluid dynamics-based model capable of simulating

interactions between a range of land surface cover and climatic variables, the National Center

for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model assigns percentage values for impervious surface,

grass, trees, and water to uniformly-sized grid cells (l.3-km cells). A 2009 urban heat island

effect study employing the model for New york City used Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index data to calculate land surface cover inputs. The influence of buildings was represented by

an average surface roughness estimate. Amongst other outputs, the National Center for

Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model can generate air temperature change predictions

(Rozenweig et al. 1302-1305).

Although mesoscale models have the advantage of predicting results for an entire city

or metropolitan area, they overlook the influence of vegetation on immediate surroundings and

fail to disambiguate temperature mixing zones resulting from wind (Ng et al. 260). The local-

Scale Urban Meteorological Parameterization Scheme model effectively emerges as the most

promising numeric model given the scale at which it returns temperature change predictions.
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Researchers interested in green infrastructure interventions In Copenhagen could alter surface

cover inputs into the National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model while keeping

other parameters constant to evaluate how the balance between latent, sensible, and stored

heat might be affected by changes to Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels.

Hardware Scale Modeling

An alternative to numeric modeling is hardware scale modeling, which simulates
..

interactions between heat exchange processes and surface-boundary conditions with

dimensioned physical models. Although hardware scale models can capture real world urban

surface energy balance interactions at the block scale, they do not mimic the complexities of an

actual city's urban form in their simulation of idealized urban geometries. The open-air scaled

urban surface model, for example, calls for an array of scaled buildings (2 x.2 x.4 meters) set in

uniformly arranged rows. The open·air scaled urban surface model simulates the influence of

evapotranspiration on temperature: water pans from which water loss is measured is taken to

represent evapotranspiration activity. OutpUt information from the open-air scaled urban

surface model includes evaporation r,ates and building cooling demand with respect to wind

direction and building geometry (Kruger and Pearlmutter 2091-2092).

Another hardware scale model example already mentioned was created by Pompeii and

Hawkins to measure the effect of green roofs on urban microscale temperature variation. For

this study, two model cities spanning approximately 16 square feet were constructed with

buildings, sidewalks, and roads using real world construction materials (brick pavers, concrete,

pavers, roof felt, outdoor paint, and live plants). One model city was composed of green roof

model bUildings and the other with standard roof model.buildings. HOBO Pro v2 data loggers

collected temperature, humidity, and dew point data from the center of the model cities and
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temperature data from within the buildings (Pompeii and Hawkins 54-57). In Copenhagen,

researchers could construct outdoor hardware scale models mimicking urban canyons to

measure how additions of simulated green infrastructure affect air temperature within the

model canyons.

Empirical Observation

In the Pompeii and Hawkins study qescribed above, instruments were used to

empirically measure several climate parameters in scale models. The process of empirical

observation is likewise feasible at a larger, real world scale. Although empirical observation

cannot describe the full complexity of the interaction between climate and urban form factors,

it allows for data inquiry generally free of major assumptions. As such, it has become

increasingly popular to use empirical observation in combination with and/or to verify results

from numeric modeling. When used independently, on-site observation may prove incapable of

isolating the effects of individual features, such as vegetation, given the complexity of

interacting urban surface energy balance fluxes at or nearby measurement sites (Kruger and

Pearlmutter 2090).

On-site measurement is possible with fixed or mobile equipment, such as bicycles. The

goal of empirical observation of surface energy balance parameters may be, for example, to

evaluate how urban canyon air temperatures respond to new green infrastructure elements. A

2011 study already mentioned that was conducted by Oliveira, Andrade, and Vaz, for instance,

investigated the thermal effects of a .24 ha Lisbon urban park on the surrounding city blocks. .

Measurements were taken of microclimate parameters (temperature, relative humidity, wind

speed, solar, and infrared radiation) along a 570-meter path at eight locations of varying

orientation and increasing distance from the center of the park (Oliveira, Andrade, and Vaz
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2186·2194). Researchers in Copenhagen could measure the cooling effect of an existing urban

park on the urban fabric surrounding it using mobile data loggers mounted on bicycles. This

information might be used in predictive studies regarding cooling expectations for new green

infrastructure elements.

..

..
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COMMUNICATION TOOLS

The herein described inquiry into the effects urban surface energy balance variables

have on intra-urban air temperature variation of Copenhagen urban canyons and potential

cooling responses was an iterative process conducted in the fall of 2011 and winter of 2012. At

two points in the process, information gleaned was presented orally to representatives from the

University of Cop.e:nhagen and the Copenhagen Municipality's Center for Parks and Nature. The

first presentation was held in December of 2011 as a guest lecture to the graduate level course

"'Urban Ecosystems" within the Department of Forest and landscape at the University of

Copenhagen. The given lecture related preliminary findings with regard to the urban surface

energy balance equation and was followed by a class exercise. For the class exercise, groups of

students were given surface temperature, urban form, and Normalized Difference Vegetation

Index information for three Copenhagen urban canyons. With the given information, included

below, the students were asked to surmise potential green infrastructure interventions for the

canyons as well as lSD-meter buffer zones surrounding each canyon.

The second presentation was given in late January of 2012 to representatives from the

University of Copenhagen and the Copenhagen Municipality's Center for Parks and Nature. The

purpose of this presentation was to relay more advanced findings from the inquiry that might

support the joint effort by the University of Copenhagen and the Copenhagen Municipality's

Center for Parks and Nature to create a climate change adaptation plan for Copenhagen. As of

March 2013, the creation of this plan is still in progress. In addition to the oral presentation, the

slides from which appear below, a preliminary version of this report was delivered.
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"Urban Ecosystems" Class Exercise, December 2011

COPENHAGEN UHI EXERCISE-_ __01 ..__ _ ...
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Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page One: Exercise instructions with Jagtvej urban form characteristics

CONTEXT MAP

Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Two: Map showing Jagtvej with lSD-meter buffer
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CANYON WIND ROSE AND HISTOGRAM
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WInd speed [nVsJl-_..._-_..._-~ .-__'J , ..--
Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Three: Wind rose and wind speed/frequency chart for the Jagtvej

urban canyon

BASE MAP

Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Four: Map showing Jagtvej with lSD-meter buffer and canyon

centroid

•
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE

.-

Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Five: Map showing Jagtvej with lSO-meter buffer and surface

temperature GIS data display

NOVI LEVELS

"""'-..,~ "., ,-... ..r
i'

"

Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Six: Map showing Jagtvej with lSO·meter buffer and Nonnalizt"d

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) GIS data layer display
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NOKIA MAP

Jagtvej Urban Canyon Page Seven: Map showing Jagtvej created on Nokia Maps website in

December 2011

COPENHAGEN UHI EXERCISE---- __ _-...._-_ _-. _-..... -_....- " '..-______...__c_\.. ; --......- ......... " ._-.1-.._- -".-01, _ 01_
Jl_' ...,.._\_ DYI_
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SlZInder Boulevard Urban Canyon Page One: Exercise instructions with S0nder Boulevard urban

form characteristics
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CONTEXT MAP

.-

Sender Boulevard Urban Canyon Page Two: Map showing S¢nder Boulevard with ISO-meter

buffer

BASE MAP

• ....""
- • c..nyon c.ntrold
~l~lerBuffer

•

S0nder Boulevard Urban Canyon Page Three: Map showing Sender Boulevard with 150~meter

buffer and canyon centroid
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE
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S~nder Boulevard Urban Canyon Page Four: Map showing S¢nder Boulevard with iSO-meter

buffer and surface temperature GIS data display
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NOVI LEVELS

Sl3nder Boulevard Urban Canyon Page Six: Map showing 50nder Boulevard with lSD-meter

buffer and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) GIS data layer display
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S~lnder Boulevard Urban Canyon Page Seven: Map showing 50nder Boulevard created on Nokia

Maps website in December 2011
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Vcernedamsvej Urban Canyon Page One: Exercise instructions with VCErnedamsvej urban form

characte ristics
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CONTEXT MAP

V.Ernedamsvej Urban Canyon Page Two: Map showing V<ernedamsvej with ISO-meter buffer

BASE MAP

•

••

~"

VC2rnedamsvej Urban Canyon Page Three: Map showing Vcernedamsvej with lSO·meter buffer

and canyon centroid
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE
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ViI!rnedamsvej Urban Canyon Page Four: Map showing V<ernedamsvej with ISO-meter buffer

and surface temperature GIS data display

NDVllEVELS
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V<ernedamsvej Urban Canyon Page Six: Map showing Vcernedamsvej with ISO-meter buffer and

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) GIS data layer display
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NOKIA MAP

Va!rnedamsvej Urban Canyon Page Seven: Map showing Va!rnedamsvej created on Nokia Maps

website in December 2011

Presentation To University of Copenhagen and the Copenhagen
Municipality's Center for Parks and Nature, January 2012

MITIGATING COPENHAGEN'S HEAT ISLAND

-
erik alskog

-
-"--prior-tty arfU.1.,S

Slide One: Introduction slide with list of topics to be discussed
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Slide Two: Background urban heat island (UHI) information gleaned from 2010 University of

Copenhagen unpublished report

BACKGROUND
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Slide Three: Explanation of linear relationship between surface and air temperatures within

Copenhagen based on statistical analysis included in the 2010 University of Copenhagen report
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PRIORITY AREAS
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Slide Four: Discussion of heat wave danger within Copenhagen based on data from the Danish

Meteorological Institute (OM!) included in the 2010 University of Copenhagen report

PRIORITY AREAS

Slide Five: GIS map created for presentation displaying DMI's heat wave danger zones for July

20",2006
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Slide Six: GIS map created for presentation displaying OMI's heat wave danger zones for July

20th
, 2006 with two degrees uniformly added with reference to the expected influence of

climate change

BACKGROUND

Slide Seven: GRAS map showing hottest place in Copenhagen on July 20th
, 2006 in the industrial

Vesterbro neighborhood
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Slide Eight: Explanation of anthropogenic heat sources' contribution to the urban surface energy

balance with a focus on industrial waste heat sources

MESOSCALE ANALYSIS

Slide Nine: Example of GIS analysis using arbitrary neighborhood aggregation units instead of

urban canyons
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MESOSCALE ANALYSIS
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Slide 10: Explanation of ArcMap zonal statistics air temperature calculation with GO-meter x 60

meter cells

MESOSCALE ANALYSIS
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28.0zr C

Slide 11: Explanation of ArcMap lonal statistics air temperature calculation with one-meter x

one-meter cells following bilinear resampling from GO-meter x GO-meter cell resolution
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MICROSCALE ANALYSIS

Slide 12: Introduction to microscale analysis

MICROSCALE ANALYSIS

.••

Slide 13: Introduction to selection of Copenhagen urban canyons

•
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MICROSCALE ANALYSIS

Slide 14: Introduction to lSO-meter buffers surrounding urban canyons and the Normalized

Difference Vegetation (NOVI) metric

MICROSCALE ANALYSIS

Slide 15: Explanation of ArcMap lonal statistics Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NOVI)

calculation with one-meter x one·meter cells following bilinear resampling from 3D-meter x 3D

meter cell resolution
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MICROSCALE ANALYSIS

Slide 16: Introduction to the urban surface energy balance equation and variables

MICROSCAlE ANALYSIS
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Slide 17: Explanation of limitations to modeling wind
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Slide 18: Continued explanation of limitation to modeling wind

MICROSCALE ANALYSIS
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Slide 19: Explanation of urban canyon openness and height-to-width ratio metric
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MICROSCAlE ANALYSIS

Slide 20: Explanation of urban canyon height-la-width ratio GIS calculation

MODELING OPTIONS

-hardware sede ",cxle/i"j

Slide 21: Introduction to modeling options and explanation of hardware scale modeling

•
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MODELING OPTIONS
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Slide 22: Explanation of numeric computer modeling at two scales

MODELING OPTIONS

Slide 23: Explanation of empirical observation modeling options and methods

•
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DESIGN TOOLS
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Slide 24: Explanation of preliminary green infrastructure designs created for this presentation

DESIGN TOOLS

Slide 25: Continuation of explanation of preliminary green infrastructure designs created for this

presentation
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DESIGN TOOLS
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Slide 26: Discussion of other green infrastructure elements with potential cooling attributes

DESIGN TOOLS

'one-width rale

Slide 27: Continuation discussion of other green infrastructure elements with potential cooling

attributes
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Slide 28: Continuation discussion of other green infrastructure elements with potential cooling

attributes
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CONCLUSION

I was asked by faculty members at the University of Copenhagen in 2011 to research the

urban heat island in Copenhagen, which is a concern due to the danger posed by urban heat

waves in the summer months to a population unaccustomed to extreme temperatures. My

research was intended to support the later creation of a climate adaptation plan for the city. To

be able to make recommendations for further inquiry. it became clear that I would need to

understand the urban surface energy balance. To this end, I consulted research articles in

climatology journals. With an understanding of the urban surface energy balance variables, I

was able to pursue a GIS·based spatial statistics analysis, modeling as many of the urban surface

energy balance variables as possible. However, I was only able to access data to represent two

of the variables. Fortunately, the urban canyon openness variable, represented by the

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, was of great interest to the University of Copenhagen.

The 2010 University of Copenhagen report had also conducted a spatial statistics analysis

correlating surface temperature to Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels. My analysis,

generally speaking, corroborated the results from the 2010 report and introduced two spatial

aggregation units to the discussion, the urban canyon and its lSD-meter buffer.

The next step was to research how Copenhagen urban canyons might be cooled by

green infrastructure, which, by definition, is composed of vegetation. Adding green

infrastructure elements, such as street trees, urban parks, and green roofs, to the lSo-meter

buffer zones surrounding the urban canyon should therefore increase the Normalized Difference

Vegetation levels of these areas. My GIS-based spatial statistics analysis had shown a

statistically significant relationship between the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index level of

the lSD-meter buffer area surrounding an urban canyon and the canyon's air temperature. With
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this premise, I began researching the mechanisms by which cool air Is produced by vegetation

and transported horizontally across the urban fabric. More specifically, I looked at the potential

for green infrastructure elements to generate cool air for horizontal transport.

I found that current research suggests that urban parks are the most favorable option to

cool urban canyons. I was asked by representatives from the University of Copenhagen how

many degrees of cooling within an urban canyon might be expected from the addition of an

urban park to the area surrounding the canyon. I was unable to answer this question based on

my review of pertinent literature. As such, I recommended that the University of Copenhagen

pursue more extensive modeling research using some combination of numeric, hardware scale,

and empirical observation methods. I would recommend the same to representatives from any

city who are considering employing green infrastructure elements for the purpose of urban heat

island reduction.

Such research might begin with a numeric computer modeling simulation for a set of

adjacent Copenhagen urban canyons using the Local·Scale Urban Meteorological

Parameterization Scheme or the National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model.

Each of these models is able to incorporate more independent climatic and urban form variables

than was possible with my GIS-based spatial statistics study. These models are both capable of

returning temperature change outputs, which could be observed with changes to urban form

characteristics, SUGh as wind or the Normalized Differel"!ce Vegetation Index. Of course, some

assumptions would be required for input into the model, so empirical observations could be

used to support assumptions. For example, assumptions regarding wind direction, frequency,

and velocity could be supported by direct empirical measurement within a representative

sample of urban canyons. If researchers were able to return reliable results with regard to the

temperature change to a set of canyons as a result of input changes to Normalized Vegetation
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Index levels, the next step would be to consider what type(s) of green infrastructure to

introduce to individual urban canyons and/or their surroundings. Hardware scale models

mimicking the urban form characteristics of individual urban canyons and their immediate

surroundings could be constructed to model the additions of green roofs, street trees, and

urban parks for the purpose of predicting temperature changes within the urban canyons.

Without access to a computer numeric model, I attempted to model Copenhagen urban

canyon intra-urban temperature variation with a GIS platform. My results indicated that the
•

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index levels of the areas (1S0-meter buffers) surrounding

Copenhagen urban canyons significantly affected their average air temperature. Given this

result, I then consulted academic journal articles with the idea that I might be able to predict

how many degrees of cooling additions of green infrastructure in the buffer areas might

contribute. The studies I consulted in academic journals, however, were based on case studies

and idealized urban geometries. Without studies specific to Copenhagen, it was not possible to

predict how many degrees of cooling various types of green infrastructure might provide. As

such, I attempted to create design principles for introducing green infrastructure elements

within and around Copenhagen urban canyons based on general principles extracted from the

literature. To this aim, I attempted to create an algorithm by which one could select a green

infrastructure element for an urban canyon based on the climatic and urban form particularities

of the urban canyon. One of my initial algorithmic diagram sketches is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Example of algorithmic design intervention sketch

1soon found, however, that rigidly applying such principles was a questionable endeavor

given the many interacting attributes of a real world urban canyon. In my opinion, an existing

urban canyon should be assessed on an individual basis before a green infrastructure element

intervention is prescribed. A practitioner should consider the level and type of human activity in

the canyon in conjunction with all of the climatic and urban form characteristics herein

described. However, I also believe that my findings warrant additional modeling studies to more

.
comprehensively evaluate the air temperature effects that urban form and climatic attributes

have on a representative sample of Copenhagen urban canyons. More information on

Copenhagen urban canyons' intra·urban temperature variation would provide a more

substantial basis on which to evaluate urban canyons individually for design intervention.

Effectively, if I were to redo this study, I would likely ha've more aggressively sought access to

one of the microscale or neighborhood scale numeric computer models and accompanying
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empirical observation data to support input assumptions to one or more numeric computer

models. Generally speaking, this conclusion aligns with the urban design practice of observing

site·specific attributes prior to design intervention.
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